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Good afternoon! My contribution to this discussion centers on Information Design.



“Librarians and archivists are often called upon to 
practice design. Such activities take various forms, 
from creating maps and signs to arranging services 
and spaces. From an organizational perspective, every 
policy or service created in a library can be regarded 
as a design decision.”

— Diana Wakimoto

INFORMATION DESIGN?
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Information Design is a research area and practice that came to my attention as a result of my professional interests: as a librarian and archivist, in assisting people with both satisfying their information needs and, as an information technologist, in creating tools that facilitate self-directed information discovery.But what exactly is Information Design?A big conversation in contemporary knowledge organizations—i.e. libraries, archives, and museums—involves User Experience (UX) design.Many practitioners, particularly those engaged in web development, are well-versed in the concepts informing usability and user-centered design.The rapid growth and expansion of online resources was directly responsible for a corresponding increase in usability research, resulting in contemporary UX practices.UX, broadly defined, encompasses all aspects of the end-user’s interaction with a company, its services, and its products (Nielsen Norman Group).
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“UX sees its role as taking the users’ needs into account at every stage of the product life cycle, from the time they see an ad on TV, through Purchasing it and tracking its deliver online, and even returning it to a local branch store,” (Steve Krug).UX is broad and holistic, involving many other fields and activities. These components form what I refer to as a “User Experience Ecology.”The dynamic, expansive nature of UX also makes it difficult to implement and assess in the absence of a team of dedicated professionals.Information Design, itself a comprehensive professional practice and research discipline, offers a toolbox of techniques and guidelines accessible to libraries and archives engaged in outreach to non-traditional audiences.Tracing its origins in the early 1980s to document design research conducted by technical writers in the United States and environmental design (signs and pictograms) in the United Kingdom and Europe, information design concentrates on messages, as a means for imparting information and producing knowledge.  Engineer and wayfinding designer Per Mollerup defines information design as explanation design.



INFORMATION DESIGN PRINCIPLES and GUIDELINES

Audience Analysis
Plain Language
Typography
Data Visualization
Graphics
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How does one practice Information Design?Although a cross-disciplinary, integrative component of UX, over the past forty years Information Design researchers and practitioners developed a series of general principles and guidelines facilitating message comprehension and goal achievement.MessagingUnderstanding the intended audience is necessary for an information design solution to succeed. An information set must be clearly understand by its user, and badly designed information artifacts that do not consider the intended audience and their requirements frequently fail to reach the target user. In information design, communication is not complete until the intended receiver understands the message. The first step in message design is to identify the audience and define a message. Message design requires both gaining and holding viewer attention. Both a user’s understanding of a message and the message itself require evaluation when assessing its effectiveness. Establishing and emphasizing the essential, decision-relevant meaning of the information, referred to as the “gist” of the message, significantly improves evaluation and decision making.Plain LanguageThe main goal of information design is clarity of communication. Abstract words, jargon, long and complex sentences, passive constructions, and stilted language obstruct reading. Applying usability practices, document and information designers developed guidelines for improving communication through written text, a practice labeled “plain language.” Popularized in web design and formalized into government legislation, plain language soon became a standard information design assumption, generally accepted as a fundamental component of practice.TypographyTypography clearly affects the comprehension and transmission of written information. Balancing readability and legibility is as much art as science. Typography is a design art that requires creativity and skill, and is not always subject to easy measurement or analysis. The principal goal of typography, however, is effective communication, making it an essential information design practice. Many helpful guidelines exist to support this goal, evaluating brightness and contrast, line lengths, and the influence of sizes, shapes, forms, and weights of typefaces in creating visual hierarchy.Data VisualizationData visualization, the art of representing abstract data visually, is a popular practice in the fields of statistical analysis and the digital humanities. Tables outperform graphics when presenting small data sets, but visualization is an effective means for rendering large data sets into comprehensible and practical information. Infographics, in the form of transit maps and network diagrams, are essential tools for the expeditious interpretation of complex information. These practices create visual relationships and patterns among data, leading to knowledge acquisition.  Data visualization applied to message design places it solidly within the conventions of information design. Converting text into visual presentations, such as lists, tables, and maps, is considered an important skill for information designers. Well-designed statistical graphics, expressed using data visualization techniques, satisfy the goal of communicating complexity with clarity.GraphicsAesthetic considerations for enhancing the experience and perception of a message may improve its effectiveness. Introducing aesthetics into a systematic visual style does communicate meaning, and applying style standards cohesively contributes to a harmonious experience. Carefully integrating words and pictures engages people more effectively than words or pictures alone. Visual design applies the graphic design principles of unity, gestalt, space, hierarchy, balance, contrast, scale, and continuity to information displays. The combination of an effectively articulated message, expressed clearly and presented with a harmonious consideration of visual and textual elements is essential to contemporary Information Design.



INFORMATION DESIGN and FINDING AIDS

“Archivists have a professional responsibility to promote 
access to archives. They proactively provide access to the 
parts of  their holdings that are of  wide interest to the 
public through print publication, digitization, postings on 
the institution’s website, or by cooperation with external 
publication projects. Archivists consider user needs when 
determining how the archives are published.”

— International Council on Archives
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Describing Archives: A Content Standard (DACS), the contemporary standard for describing materials in archival collections and their arrangement, emphasizes the value of access. According to the Preface, “One key value shared by archivists is their responsibility to provide maximum access to the holdings in their custody. An essential precondition for providing access is the sufficient and effective description of their holdings.”I believe Information Design can contribute to effective description, which in turn facilitates outreach initiatives.The standard itself, in its defining principles, states this best:“Archival description exists to facilitate the use of archives by people in order to understand the past through traces in records. Its efficacy can be measured by how well it achieves that goal.”“Because it facilitates use, archival description is a user-centered product and process. This approach to archival description helps archivists remain connected to communities of users throughout the entire lifecycle of archives administration, dynamically and iteratively adjusting to new understanding of users and their needs.It is imperative that repositories identify, engage, and seek to understand the motivations and needs of their users, which may include but are not limited to scholarly production, collection care and control, institutional knowledge, connection to family ties, artistic endeavors, government accountability, justice-seeking endeavors, and symbolic purposes of holding records.”
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My research suggests that archivists have been interrogating the usability of both print and electronic finding aids for over twenty years. One common observation is that these documents describe collections, as the name implies, but are not designed for providing access.  They largely represent intellectual control of the archives as an administrative function—even the optional “notes” section, although not necessarily limited by proscribed content, includes a series of ”specialized” note types designed for internal application, such as additional processing information or alphanumeric designations. Another issue is that the primary audience for these materials is traditionally composed of historians and genealogists, researchers generally familiar with archival arrangement and adapted to its features and characteristics.Although traditional subject classification is a common access point for discovering collections, one component of a finding aide ripe for consideration is the required Scope and Content element. I hope to develop a means for integrating Information Design, either formally or informally, into the Scope and Content element of archival finding aids, integrating carefully designed descriptive messages aimed at a variety of audiences. When combined with the transformative abilities of structured markup languages such as Encoded Archival Description (EAD), I believe this additional dimension will offer great flexibility while reaching a larger audience, contributing toward our collective goal of providing maximum access.
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